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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are using an open source integration framework in your
project. However, key interfaces do not explicitly define
several strange conditions you have repeatedly seen while
testing.
Which option is the name given to the anti pattern described
above?
A. Asynchronous Interaction
B. Golden Hammer
C. Leaky Abstraction
D. Composite View
Answer: C
Explanation:
All non-trivial abstractions, to some degree, are leaky.
An abstraction that works most of the time, but where a detail

of the underlying complexity cannot
be ignored, thus leaking complexity out of the abstraction back
into the software that uses the
abstraction.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two requirements are needed to load balance traffic per
flow? (Choose two.)
A. a properly applied policy with an action to load-balance
per-packet
B. a destination with equal cost paths
C. a properly applied policy with an action to load-balance
per-flow
D. a destination with multiple active routes
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You administer an Active Directory domain that includes
portable computers that have Windows 7 SP1 installed.
You log on to one of the portable computers by using a domain
user account and install a new device for a bar-code scanner.
You restart the portable computer after installing the new
device driver. You successfully log on to the computer by using
a domain user account.
After logging on, you discover that the bar-code scanner is not
working due to a driver error.
You try to remove the installed driver, but the Roll Back
Driver option is unavailable.
You need to be able to roll back the driver to its previous
version.
What should you do?
A. Start the computer and select Last Known Good Configuration
from the advanced startup options.
B. Run the Device Manager by using elevated permissions.
C. Start the portable computer from the Windows 7 installation
media and select Startup Repair.
D. From the Local Group Policy, modify Device Installation
Restrictions.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
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